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Abstract 
For a given integer i > 1, we define a i-claw as a graph H which is connected and contains a 
vertex w such that H--w is the union of three pairwise remote connected subgraphs with exactly i. 
vertices each. We define a graph to be I-claw-free if it contains no induced subgraph isomorphic 
to a i,-claw. We show that if G is a k-connected (k integer, k > 2), i-claw-free graph such that 
if for every two remote connected subgraphs SI, S:! of G of order i, we have d(Sl) + d(&) > 
n - (k + l)i, - k, or if for every three pairwise remote, connected subgraphs S1, SZ, S3 of G of 
order 1, we have d(S1) + d(S2) + d(&) > n - (k + 1 )J. + 1, then G contains a cycle C such that 
every component of G - V(C) has at most i, - 1 vertices. 
1. Introduction and notation 
All the graphs considered in this paper are undirected and simple. 
Let G be a graph and H a subgraph of G. G[H] represents the 
induced by H. The neighborhood in H of a vertex u is denoted by 
subgraph of G 
NH(U) and the 
degree of u in H by OH. If X is a subset of V(G), let NH(X) = UVt~N~(u) and 
AH = INH(X) - XI. In the case when H = G, we use N(u), d(u), N(X) and 
d(X) instead of NC(U), de(u), NC(X) and d&X), respectively. If Y is a subset of 
V(G) - X, let E(X, Y) be the set of edges between X and Y and e(X, Y) = IE(X, Y )I. 
We will say that X and Y are remote if X n Y = 0 and e(X, Y) = 0. 
In [6], Veldman defined a cycle C in G to be a Di-cycle (A integer, 2 3 1) if every 
components of V(G) - C has order less than ,J and graphs containing a D;.-cycle to be 
D;.-cyclic. He gave some sufficient conditions for a graph to be D;.-cyclic generalizing 
Chvital-Erdiis’ theorem [2] and Dirac’s theorem [3] which are obtained as corollaries 
when 1. = 1. He also conjectured the following which was proved by Fraisse in [S]. 
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Theorem 1. Let k and I be positive integers with k 32 and 3,3 1. Let G be a k- 
connected graph of order n such that, for every k -+ 1 pairwise remote connected 
subgraphs HO, HI,. . . , Hk of order A of G, one of the two following propositions is 
verijied: 
ed(Hi) > n-(k+1)A+k2 ifLak, 
i=O 
k 
c d(6) > m n k+l( -2) ifA<k, 
i=o 
then G is DA-cyclic. 
In a different direction many results have been obtained this recent years concerning 
hamiltonian cycles in claw-free graphs, that is graphs without induced subgraphs iso- 
morphic to K1,3. Most of those results appear in the survey [4]. Let us mention the 
following of Zhang [7]. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a k-connected (k>2) claw-free graph of order II such that the 
degree sum of every k+ 1 independent vertices is at least n-k. Then G is hamiltonian. 
The value n - k is lower than for general graphs (see for example the nonhamiltonian 
bipartite complete graph KP,P+i, p 32) 
In this paper, we generalize claws as follows. Given the integer il> 1, the graph H 
is said to be a A-claw if H is connected and contains a vertex w such that H-w is the 
union of three pairwise remote connected subgraphs with exactly A vertices each. We 
define a graph to be A-claw-free if it contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to a 
A-claw. It is interesting to know how the results concerning DA-cycles can be improved 
if we also assume that the graph is A-claw-free. We get the following result. 
Theorem 3. Let k and 3, be positive integers with k32 and i b 1. Let G be a k- 
connected, A-claw-free graph. If for every two remote connected subgraphs S1, S2 of 
G of order /z we have d(S1) +d(&) > n -(k + l)A - k, or tffor every three pairwise 
remote, connected subgraphs 4, &, S, of G of order 1 we have d(S1) + d(S2) + 
d(&) > n - (k + 1)A + 1, then G is DA-cyclic. 
Notice that if k = 2 and if we consider three pairwise remote connected subgraphs 
Si, S2, Ss of G of order 1, we get a better bound than in Theorem 1. But in the special 
case when A = 1, Theorem 3 gives a bound which is one more than in Theorem 2. 
2. Proof of Theorem 3 
Suppose that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and has no DiL-cycle. 
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If C = cic2. . cpcl is a cycle, we let C[ci,ci], be the subpath c,citi . c,, and 
C[C,,Ci] = CjCj-1 " ci, where the indices are taken modulo p. The cycle C has an 
implicit orientation according the increasing subscripts and for any i, 1 <i d p, we put 
c: = ci+,, ~ ci = ci_i. Similarly, for a subset X of V(C), we define X- = {Y/X E X} 
and Xf = {x+ /x E X}. 
If there is no ambiguity, we will often identify subgraphs with their vertex set. 
Let C := cic.2 . . cpq be a cycle in G such that: 
(a) the cardinality of the largest component in R :== G - C is as small as possible; 
(b) the number of components in R with the largest cardinality is as small as possible. 
For any two vertices x and y in G, denote by _xP~y a path connecting x and y that 
is internally disjoint from C. For any vertex c, E C, put R(c,)={ w E R i there exists 
a path c,PR”} U {c[}. 
Let H be a largest component in R with lH( 22. Instead of the above notation .xP~y. 
we will use xHy when all the internal vertices of the path connecting x and y are in 
H. Let N(H) - H :== {x1,x2,x3,. . ,.q} c V(C). Clearly d>,k. For any vertex c, t C, 
considering the indices modulo d, we let 
J‘+(i) = min{jBi/]G[R(c,) U R(c~+,) U.. U R(c.~)]~ >L}. 
j‘-(i) = max{j<i/(G[R(q) U R(ci_-1) U U R(c,)]l >A}. 
DT(Cl) = G[R(c,) U R(c~+I) U ’ U R’(cj)], 
where j = f+(i) and G[R’(cj)] IS a connected subgraph of G[R(cj)] such that 
c, E R’(cj) and \Di(ci)\ = 3.. Similarly we define D,(c,). 
Also for every j, 1 <j < d, we choose a connected subgraph of H of cardinality i. 
that contains a neighbor of xj and call it H;.(Xj). 
We now give some preliminary results: 
Claim 1. (a) H;,(xi) and Dt(xT) are remote. 
(b) H;,(q) und 07(x17) are remote. 
(c) 0:(x+) und Dt(x,‘) are remote. 
Proof. Claim 1 follows immediately from Lemma 1 in [5] and from the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [6]. Cl 
Remark 1. By Claim 1, A-claw-free property and by considering G[..q u H;(x, ) iJ 
am U D,(xi)], we deduce that Do and 07(x,) are not remote. 
Let xi-’ be the last vertex on C before xi such that there exists a path xj-)P~y for 
some y E 0:(x:) and let XI+) be the first vertex on C after xi such that there exists 
a path x/-)P~x{+). 
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Remark 2. According to the definition of Xi-’ and Xi+) and Remark 1, we deduce that 
IR(x$-‘+) u&-I++) . . u R(xzy)( < A, 
jR($) u R(x’+) . . . u R(x!f’-)I < A. 
Remark 3. According to Remark 2, xi’-) E D,~(x~:) and xj” E D,‘(xT). Then, using 
Claim l(c), we get 
x$ E c[x;+)+, Xi+I]. 
Claim 2. (a) For each i E { 1,2,3,. . .,a!}, for any u E C[x,(-I+, Xi] and any v E 
C[x’, xy- 1, there is no path UPRV. 
(b) For each i # j, for any u E C[x?c(-I, xi’+‘-] - {xi} and any v E C[xi (4, .(+)- , I, 
there is no path UPRV. 
Proof. (a) Follows directly from the definitions of xl-’ and Xj+). 
To prove (b), let i # j and assume that there exists a path UiPRvj for some Ui E 
C[X!-), xl+)-] - {xi} and some Vj E C[xj (-), XI”-]. One of the two main cases must 
occur. 
Case 2.4. E C[x!-‘, I xi]: Without loss of generality we assume that uj is the last 
vertex before Xi which is connected to some Vj E C[xj-‘, Xj”-1 by a path uiPRuj. 
If Vj E C[Xj-‘, Xl:], let 
C’ := XjHXjC[Xi, vj]vjPRuic[ui,xj]. 
According to the choice of Ui and Vj, the subgraphs G[R(u’) UR(u’+) U . . . U R(x,~)] 
and G[R(vf) U R(vf+) U . . U R(x~~)] are remote. From Remark 2, we deduce that 
lR(u+)uR(u’+)U...UR(x,~)l -c i and (R(vi+)UR(vi++)U~~~UR(x,~)( < A. Then C’ 
contradicts the choice of C. 
If Vj E C[xj, ,i+‘-1, let 
C” .= X.HX.C[X. x!-)]x!-)pRx!+)C[x!+’ . J I 171 J J J ’ ui]uiPRvjc[uj, xj]. 
C” gives a similar contradiction. 
Case Ui E C[X’, X(+)-l: Without loss of generality we assume that ui is the first 
vertex after Xi which is connected to some Uj E C[X~-), x7’-] by a path UiPRvj. 
If Vj E C[Xj, xj”-], the proof is similar as in the case Ui E C[xj-), xi] and Vj E 
C[X!-’ X-1. If Vj E C[X’-’ 
andJVj’E C[Xj, ~yj-1. ‘0 
, xi], the proof is similar as in the case Ui E C[X,(-), xi] 
Claim 3. For each i E { 1,2,3,. . , d}, C[xj+)+,xiy/)-] # 0. 
Proof. If the Claim is not true, let 
C’ := Xi+iHX.C[X’ X!+)]X’+)PRX!-)- (-), x~~l’]x~~IP~~i’rlC[x~~~, Xi+l]. 1 l)I I I c[xi 
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From Claim 2(b), the subgraphs G[R(xj-)’ )UR(X~-)+~)U~~ .UR(xi:)] and G[R(xL, )U 
R(x;:) u . u R(x/$ )] are remote and according to Remark 2, they have less than 
A vertices in each. Then the cycle C’ contradicts the choice of C. ci 
Claim 4. For each i E { 1,2,3,. . . ,d}, there exists y, E C[xl(+)+, x~~~-] such that 
x:,: $ Df(y,) andf or any u E D;(yi) n C and my v E C[xl-), XI+)-], there is no 
Proof. We know from Claim 3 that C[xi’)+, .x~,~-] # 0. Let y be the last vertex in 
c[x,‘+), xi;/- ] which is connected to some di E C[xj-), xl+)-] by a path yPRdj. Let vv 
be the first vertex in C[y+,&/] which is connected to some vertex u E C[x~~,“,~j~j~] 
by a path WPRU. One of the four cases must occur. 
If u E C[xir,“, xi+,] and dj E C[x;. xl+)-], let 
C’ :=xi+,HxiC[xi, d,]d,PRyC[y, x,(+~lxj+~P~x~-~~~x~-~, xj:;] 
From Claim 2, the subgraphs G[R(xiP’+) U . . . u R(xi )], G[R(dF) U . . u R(xj+‘- )], 
G[R(x~~,)+) U . . U R(C)] and G[R(xL, ) U . . . U R(x&~)] are pairwise remote and 
from Remark 2, they have less than A vertices in each. On the other hand, according 
to the choice of y and w, the subgraph G[R(y+) U R(y++) U . . U R(w-)] and the 
previous subgraphs are pairwise remote. Then ]G[R(y+ ) U R( y++ ) II . U R( w- )] / 2 i, 
otherwise the cycle C’ contradicts the choice of C. Consequently, xii/ $! D~(_Y+) and 
yf is as required. 
If u E C[xji,)+,xi+i] and d, E C[X~--“,X~:], let 
Using the same arguments as in the first case, we may prove the result. Notice that 
if di = x1’-‘, we get a similar contradiction by replacing, in the cycle C”, the path 
C[x,, dj]d,PRy-d[y, x;+)]x:+)P&) by C[xi, y]yP,p-‘. 
In the case u E C[xi’,,, x,‘:{-] and d, E C[x,, xi+)-] and the case u E C[xL,, x)::~] 
and d, E C[x!-‘+ I ’ xi], we may get a similar proof as in the previous cases. Finally, 
y+ is as required in the Claim. 0 
From Claim 4, let bj be the first vertex in C[xi+)+, x~~~-] such that XI;; $! Dt(hi) 
and for any u E DT(bi) n C and any v E C[xj-),xi+)-1, there is no path UPRV. This 
implies that for any u E C[xj+)+, b,] there exists some u’ E D:(u) n C which is 
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connected to some u’ E C[X!-‘, x!+)- 
’ 
1 ] by a path u’PRv’. In particular, there exists 
some v E C[X!-‘, .A+)- 
Let So := i;,(xr )‘and 
] such that a path b;PRv exists. 
Si := D,f(bi) for 1 <i<d. 
Claim 5. For each i # j, 
(a) For each u E C[xj-)+,x!+)- I I ] - {Xi} and each v E C[xj-I+, b,T-1, there is no 
path UPRV, 
(b) e(&, C[$I+, by]) = 0 $ i, j E { 1, 2,. . . ,d}, 
(c) Si and Sj are remote if i, j E (0, 1,. . .,d}. 
Proof. To prove (a), suppose that aj E C[xi (-)+ b--l is the last vertex before b; , j 
which is connected to some w E C[$‘+, x!+)-] - {Xi} by a path UiPRw. Necessarily, 
aj belongs to C[X~+), b,y-] from Claim 2. Let dj E C[ai+, b,:] be the first vertex after 
aj which is connected to a vertex v E C[X~-)+, .x;“-1 by a path djPRV. One of the 
four following cases must occur. 
?? If v E C[xj, xi”-] and w E C[x!-‘+, xi], let 
x,‘+‘pRx;-‘c[x;-’ ) di]djPRVC[V,Xj]. 
From Claim 2, and the choice of aj and dj the subgraphs G[&-‘+) U 
I?($)++) u . . . u R(w~:)], G[R(x’) u R(x:+) U . . U R(xj+‘-)], G[R(xj-‘+) U 
R(xl-)++) U .. . U R(xj)], G[R(v+) U R(u++) U ... U R(xj’)-)] and G[R(aT) U 
R(ai++) U ... U R(d;)] are pairwise remote. Clearly from Remark 2, the subgraphs 
G[R(xj-I+) u . . u R(wi)], G[R(x+) U . . . U R(xj+‘-)], G[R(xj-‘+) U . . . U R(x,-)], 
G[R(v+) u R(v++) U . . U R(xj+)-)] h ave less than 3, vertices in each. On the other 
hand, IR(ai+) U ... U R(d;)j < /z because otherwise, uj+ contradicts the choice of 
bj which is the first vertex in C[xj+)+, xi;/‘-] such that x:yi) +Z D:(bi) and for any 
u E Dl(bl) and any v E C[.X-‘, x!+)- 
cycle C’ contradicts the choi:e of’C. 
1, there is no path UPRV. We conclude that the 
0 If v E C[x x(+)- ,, I ] and w E C[xT, x!+)-1, let 
C” := XjHXiC[Xi, w]wPRajC[aj, x~“]~~“~Rx~-‘~[x~.-‘, xi(+)] 
xI(+)PRXI(-)C[X~-), dj]djPRVC[V, Xj]. 
Using the same arguments, the cycle C” contradicts the choice of C. 
In the case u E C[X(-‘+ J x-1 and w E C[_X-‘+ ’ J x-1 and the case v E C[x!-‘+ x-1 2 2, J ’ J 
and w E C[xi, xi+)-] we may get a similar proof as in the previous cases. 
To prove (b), suppose that ai is the first vertex in Si n C which is connected to a 
vertex w E C[x!-I+ J ’ bJr] by a path U~PRW. If the vertex v E C[x,‘-‘, xi+)-] which is 
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connected to bi by a path vPRbi belongs to C[X~,X+‘-1, one of the three main cases 
must occur. 
?? If w E C[xj-I+, x,-l, let 
c, := XjHXfC[Xi, v]vP~b~C[b,,x~+‘]x~+)P~x,‘-‘C[x,-’, xj+q 
x!+)pRx!- QJ-) 
I i J ’ ~il~iPRWC[~~, x,1 
We know from Claim 2 that G[R(x!--‘+ ) u R(x;-‘+~)... u R(x;)], G[R(c-) u 
R(zj++) U U R(xi+‘-)], G[R(Xj-)+) i R(*)-“+) U . U R(w- )] and G[R(x.: ) U 
R(x,‘+) u . u R(xy )] are pairwise remote. Since a, is the first vertex in S, n C 
which is connected to a vertex w E C[x~-)‘, by], and from the definition of h,, 
the subgraphs G[R(bi) U R(bT) U . . U R(a;)], G[R(xi-‘+) U . t. U R(x,)], G[R(?) U 
R(tl’+) u u R(x;+‘-)], G[R(x;-‘+ ) U . U R(w-)] and G[R(xT ) U . U R(X.i-‘- )] 
are pair-wise remote. Clearly, all these subgraphs have less than 1. vertices in each, so 
the cycle Ci contradicts the choice of C. Notice that we have assumed that hi # x:+‘~, 
otherwise the contradiction is more easy to get, using C[xi, xj”] in the place of the 
path C[x,,v]z;P~b,C[b,,x(‘)] in the construction of Cl. 
0 If w E C[x;,xj+)], let 
Using the same arguments as in the first case, the cycle C2 contradicts the choice 
of C. Notice that if w = x(+) 2 
Cl, the path x~“P&‘c[::-) 
we get a similar contradiction by replacing, in the cycle 
,u~]u~PRwC[W,X~] by X~+)P~UiC[U,,X,]. 
let u be the last vertex before w which is connected to a vertex 
] by a path UP&. We can see two subcases: 
We know that the subgraphs G[R(xi-” ) u ... u R(q)], G[R(o+) L 
R(c++) u . u R(n;+)- )], G[R(xj-‘+) U . . U R(u’-)], G[R(xT) U . U R(xj+‘-)], and 
G[R(bi) U R(b:) U U R(ui)] are pairwise remote and have less than i vertices in 
each. From result (a) and the choice of U, we deduce that all these subgraphs and 
the subgraph G[R(u”)UR( u++) U. . . U R(w-)] are pairwise remote. On the other hand, 
]G[R(u+)uR(u++)U... UR(w-)]I < 1, otherwise u+ contradicts the choice of bi. So 
the cycle C’s contradicts the choice of C. 
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C[ai,xi-‘]xj-‘PRxl+‘C[x, (+), U]UP~U’C[U’,Xj]. 
Using the same arguments, the cycle Cd contradicts the choice of C. 
If the vertex u E C[&‘, x(+)- I 1 ] which is connected to b; by a path vPRb; belongs 
to C[X(-‘, zcr], we achieve the proof of assumption (b) by using the same arguments 
as in the previous case. 
Now to prove (c) (which is evident if i = 0 or j = 0), assume that ai is the first 
vertex in Si n C which is connected to Sj by a path PR, and let aj be the first vertex 
in Sj f% C such that there exists a path aiP@j. Without loss of generality, suppose 
that the vertex Ui E C[X!-‘+,X(~‘- ] which is connected to bc by a path ViPRbi is in 
C[xF,xj+)-] and that the vertex Vj E C[X~-‘+,X~‘_~ which is connected to b; by a 
path VjPRby is in C[Xj-‘+,Xj], then let 
C’ := XjHXiC[Xi, Vi]ViPRbi~[bi,Xi’+‘]XI+‘PRX~-‘~[X~-’, aj]ajPRai 
C[a. X!-‘]Xt-‘pRX!+‘C[X(+) - - 
” J J J J ,bj lbj PRVjC[Vj,Xj]. 
From Claim 2 and result (a), G[&-‘+) U . . . U R(x~.-)], G[R(v’) U R(v’+) U . . . U 
R(x!+‘-)], G[R(bi) U R(bF) U ’ . U R(u~)], G[R(xl_‘+) U.. ’ U R(v~)], G[R(xT) U ’ . . U 
R(x~+‘-)] and G[R(bj) U R(bj+) U . . . U R(u; )] are pairwise remote. From Remark 2 
and the choice of ai and aj the previous subgraphs have less than 2 vertices in each. 
So the cycle C’ contradicts the choice of C. 0 
Claim 6. For each 0 < i < j, N(Si)- n N(Sj) f’ C[bi, bj] = 8. 
Proof. Suppose that the claim is not true and for some i, let ai be a vertex in Si n C 
such that there exists some Uj E Sj n C with N({ai})- n N({aj}) n C[bi, bj] # 8, then 
let d E N({ai})- n N({aj}) n C[bi,bj]. Necessarily, d belongs to C[bi,xj-‘-1 from 
Claim 5(b). Without loss of generality, we assume that the vertex ai E C[.$)+,X~+)-] 
which is connected to bi by a path ViPRbi is in C[Xi,xj+)-] and the vertex Oj E 
C[x!-)+,xj+)-] h’ h J w K IS connected to by by a path VjPRby is in C[X:-‘+,Xj]. Let 
C’ := XjHXiC[Xi, V~]V~P~b~C[b~,X~f’]X,(f’P~X(-‘C[x~-’, aj]ajdC[d, ailaid+ 
From Claim 2, the subgraphs G[R(xj-‘+ ) U . . . U R(xr )], G[R(V+) U R(v’+) U . . U 
R(x!+‘- )], G[R(xj_‘+ ) U. . . U R( vi )] and G[R(xT) U. . U R(xj+‘- )] are pairwise remote. 
Aclording to the definition of Si, we also know that G[R(bi) U R(bi+) U . ..uR(a.)], 
G[R(xj-‘+) U. . u R(xr )], and G[R(VT) U R(vif+) U. . . U R(xj+‘- )] are pairwise remote 
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and the same holds for G[R(bj) U R(bj+) U U R(aJ )], G[R(x)-‘+) U . U R( v,: )] and 
G[R(.x,+) U R(x,+‘) u . U R(x;+)- )]. Finally, from Claim 5, all these subgraphs are 
pair-wise remote and clearly they have less than i vertices in each. So the cycle C’ 
contradicts the choice of C. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3 (Conclusion). First let us consider two subgraphs Sa and Sr and 
count the degree sum d(&) + d(St ). 
We have N~(So)C{x,,x,,...,x,} and NR(&-&~H -SQ. So d(&)dd + IH1 -i. 
On the other hand, by Claim 4, XI $! SI and 
N(S, ) n S, = 0 for any j # 1. Furthermore, 
have, respectively, N(St ) n C[X\~),X(~+)-] := 
j # 1. Then 
N(St ) n H = 8. By Claim S(c), we have 
by the choice of bl and Claim 5(b) we 
0 and N(Sr ) n C[.x-I’~, by] = 0 for any 
d(SI 1 = lN(SI > - s I <n - IHI - -&Sjl - lC[xj-),x;+'-]( - fJC,x;-“,b,]l. 
,“, ,+ 
We know that IC[x(l-),x\+)- ]1~2,IC[x~-“,b,~]l~2 and ISI1 = i for any j, so 
d(Sr)<n-IHl-di,-2-2(d-1). 
Then, 
d(Sa)fd(S,)dn-(d+ l)&n<n-(k+ l)i.-k, 
which contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 3. 
Now let us consider three subgraphs &,St,& and count the degree sum Cf=, d(S;). 
By Claim 5(c), NR(St)n/V,(&) = 0. For every 1 Gild, let yi E C such that y, is 
the last vertex of Si n C and define L, = C[y,,x~~,)], L = Up=, Li and M = V(G) - L. 
From Claims 4 and 5, we have N(Sr ) fl H = 0, N(SI) n S, = 0 for any i # 1 and 
(NC(SI )-.% ) L(u;=, WC[x’,+’ , b,]. By the same reason we also have N($)nH = 0, 
N(S,)ns,=0foranyi#2and(Nc(S2)-S2)C(U~=,Li)UC[xi+),b2]. 
It follows that 
EM + d,dS2) d n - I CL - ?lS - IHI - ,&?+J;ll 
i=l ,==I 
-IC[x~-)f,.xjf)--11 - IC[x;-)+,x:+)q 
<n-l~Lil~-1H~-di-2(d-2)-2. 
1=1 
On the other hand, it results from Claim 6 that ]NL, (Sr )I + ]NL,(&)~ < IL, 1 + 1 for 
2 6 i <d. Moreover by Claim 4, .I$’ @ A’(&), so we have IN,,(Sr)l + PL,(&)/ < ILI I 
We now sum over i and obtain 
dL(&)+dL(&) = &llv,.,(&)I + I~L.(SZ)~N~~L +d - 1. 
i=l 1x1 
20 M.E.K. . 
Therefore 
4& > + w2 1 
4bderrezzak et al. IDiscrete Mathematics 165/166 (1997) II-20 
<n - lHI - di - d + 1. 
On the other hand, as in the case t = 2, we have 
d(&)<d + (HI -A.. 
SO 
~d(Si)~n-(d+l)i,+1~n-(k+I)i+1, 
i=O 
which contradicts the hypothesis and achieves the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
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